We welcome the new Network Partner in
Poland: Pramerica Życie TUiR SA
We are pleased to announce that IGP welcomes Pramerica Życie
TUiR SA (Pramerica) as the new IGP Network Partner for Poland!
Starting as of December 1, 2011, employee benefit plans placed
with Pramerica can be pooled in IGP. Contracts insured with our
former Network Partner, WARTA Life Assurance Company SA, may
continue to be pooled in IGP.
Pramerica, a subsidiary of Prudential Financial Inc. (PFI)*, started
its operations in Poland in January 1999. Since then, it has
developed to a successful and unique life insurance company that is
customer-focused and provides the highest standard of service. The
company’s head office and five agencies are located in Warsaw, with
10 additional agencies located in the main Polish cities: Katowice,
Kraków, Poznań, Wrocław, Łódź, Gdynia and Szczecin.

Expertly designed and professionally administered
group life insurance schemes.
Based on the analysis of your business needs, a qualified
sales team will prepare a tailor-made insurance program. In
cooperation with a professional Contract Administrator, you
will define:
•
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Scope of coverage:
-- Life insurance
-- Accidental insurance
-- Health insurance
-- Family insurance
Benefit amount
Different options for different employee groups (as
applicable)
Price of coverage
Source of funding

Pramerica will help your company achieve financial security
and peace of mind.
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*

Prudential Financial, Inc., a company incorporated in the United States, is not
affiliated in any manner with Prudential plc, a company incorporated in the United
Kingdom. For more information, see www.pramerica.pl or www.prudential.com.
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Pramerica : Your Best Choice
•

Subsidiary of Prudential Financial Inc. - Prudential
Financial, with more than 135 years in financial
services, offers a broad range of financial
products and services for people and businesses
in the US and abroad. Through its subsidiaries,
Prudential serves institutional and individual
customers in more than 30 countries.

•

Nation-Wide Network - Head office and 5 agencies
in the capital city of Warsaw, with 10 agencies
located in the main Polish cities: Katowice,
Kraków, Poznań, Wrocław, Łódź, Gdynia and
Szczecin.

•

•

•

Some facts and figures
•
•

Established in January 1999
Subsidiary of Prudential Financial Inc., one of the
largest financial institutions in the world
• Financial Ratings for The Prudential Insurance
Company of America (current per February 8,
2012):
-- A.M. Best: A+
-- Standard & Poor’s: AA-- Moody’s: A2
-- Fitch: A+

Employee Benefits in Poland
Group insurance in Poland is characterized by a wide
range of insurance covers tailored to the requirements
of the employer and employees, with the capacity to
protect the life insured and their family members.
It is quite popular in Poland to include family risks
in the employee’s insurance plan.

Excellent service - Customer-focused
and providing the highest standard of services,
both at the stage of the program design as
well as throughout contract lifetime. A Contract
Administrator will take care of your contract, be
ready to assist you and answer all questions to
ensure a seamless execution.

A typical policy includes a lump sum benefit in
case of death of the life insured. The riders,
with varying percentages of the sum insured,
include:

Customer Protection - Pramerica offers a wide
range of life insurance products developed in
response to the individual needs of the customer.
Pramerica’s offer includes life insurance, unit
linked products, business insurance, as well as
accident and health riders.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong Code of Ethics - Open and sincere client
relations, integrity, reason and objectivity.
Pramerica’s code of ethics sets the highest
standards not only for client relations, but also for
employee conduct in general.

•

State-of-the-Art Administrative System Developed in 2009, in close consultation with the
client base.

•

Best Employer – Recognized as Best Employer of
the Year in 2005, 2006, 2009 and 2010.

Accidental Death,
Total & Permanent Disability due to any cause,
Critical Illness,
Death of the Spouse,
Death of a Child,
Orphan’s Benefit.

Other risks that can be covered include partial
and permanent accidental disability, daily hospital
allowances, surgical operations, individual
continuation of insurance.
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•

Pensions in Poland: Future Outlook
In 1999, Poland was one of the first countries in
Central and Eastern Europe to initiate pension reforms
with the purpose of avoiding major fiscal stress of
the pension system related to the rapid aging of
the society. The traditional pay-as-you-go system
‘inherited’ from the former socialist regime was
replaced with a multi-pillar pension system which
includes:
•

In March 2011, the Government decided to reduce
the contribution rate to private Open Pension Funds
from 7.3% to 2.3% of gross wages, and to shift the
5% of gross wages into the individual accounts of the
State pension system, whose returns are linked to
nominal GDP growth.

1st Pillar
A universal, mandatory, publicly managed
PAYG defined contribution system with benefits
calculated on the basis of virtual capital
accumulated on individual accounts divided by life
expectancy at the age of retirement.

In addition, the issue of early retirement and disability
pensions represents an important medium- to longterm challenge yet to be fully addressed.

More Information

Employer and employee contributions are
registered on a personal Social Security Institution
(ZUS) account. The contribution is then indexed
in line with growth of the aggregate wage bill
(i.e. average wage plus employment). The sum of
indexed contributions “virtual” or “notional capital”
then forms the basis for the individual’s pension.
The annual contributions have a cap, established
by the government.
•

Voluntary 3rd Pillar is an additional and flexible
extension of the universal system (the 1st and
2nd Pillars). This pillar is less popular due to
limited tax incentives and strict investment
regulations.

If you would like to learn more about employee
benefits in Poland, please contact your IGP
Account Manager or:
Mr. Robert Ćwiertnia
T
M
E

2nd Pillar:
A universal, mandatory, privately managed,
but regulated by the State, funded, defined
contribution system with benefits paid out in the
form of annuities.
The second pillar is based on Open Pension
Funds, which are managed privately by pension
fund societies (pension fund asset managers).
Employees may choose their Open Pension Fund
on an individual basis.
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(48) (22) 329 32 36
(48) (781) 818 213
robert.cwiertnia@pramerica.pl

International Pooling Dividends
Survey Feedback

Sharing Back International Pooling Dividends –
What Tax Lessons Can Be Learned From Transfer Pricing Principles?
By Prof. Dr. Stijn Vanoppen, Executive Director Ernst & Young Tax FSO EMEIA-Belgium

A survey, conducted prior to the 2011 IGP Seminar
in Brussels, revealed that 1/3rd of the responding
multinationals that engage in insurance pooling do not
share back their international pooling dividends with
the participating subsidiaries.

that can be learned from a tax and transfer pricing
perspective regarding the sharing back (or not) of
international pooling dividends. Below you will find a
brief summary of the lessons learned and preliminary
conclusions reached as a result of the survey.

Various reasons were voiced for the absence of
such onward distribution: administrative complexity,
historical motives, HQ’s discretion, currency issues,
legal constraints, etc. Some respondents clearly
hinted at the coordinating or central role their HQ is
playing and for which it ought to be remunerated,
more in particular via retaining the pooling dividends.

In addition, IGP is proud to announce that it has
decided to further explore and optimize the way
it deals with the payment of international pooling
dividends both vis-à-vis their clients and their
Network Partners: further developments have been
initiated in view of the upcoming 2012 IGP Seminar in
Boston.

Multinationals effectively engaging in the onward
distribution of pooling dividends to their subsidiaries
(2/3rds according to the survey) apply a number of
methods:

General tax and transfer principles

•

•

When assessing international pooling dividends from a
tax and transfer pricing point of view, research brings
to the fore two types of tax principles:

Most of them use a “pro-rata” method in line with
the participating entities’ contribution towards the
pooling result.
Several groups apply an “overhead charge” which
implies that part of the pooling dividend is kept at
the HQ.

Specific examples exist in which pooling dividends are
used for financing (or upgrading) new (or existing)
benefits, e.g. in developing countries or for expat
plans. Most groups opt however for a transfer directly
from the network manager
towards participating entities,
whereas others elect an indirect
netting (via intercompany
settlements) or for future
premium discounts (involving
their local insurer).

•

Tax principles that support sharing back
pooling dividends locally (i.e. in the hands of
local participating entities).

•

Tax principles that encourage attributing
taxing rights centrally (i.e. in HQ’s hands or
another central entity).

Symmetry
Within the former category of tax principles, one
can first determine the principle of symmetry, which
demands for a symmetrical (tax) treatment to be
in place between the deduction of expenses (i.e.
premiums paid) and the inclusion of income (i.e. the
receipt of a share of the pooling dividends).
Causa-principle

2011 IGP Seminar in
Brussels

Related to the symmetry is the “causa–principle”
that favors a parallel between both source (“causa”)
and income: if the source of the income (i.e. the
insurance premiums paid locally) is to be found at the
local level, the taxation rights (in relation to pooling
dividends) need to be allocated locally as well.

Based on the results of the survey mentioned earlier,
IGP decided to include in their Seminar programme
a Special Interest Session outlining the lessons
4
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By Prof. Dr. Stijn Vanoppen, Executive Director Ernst &Young Tax FSO EMEIA-Belgium

no group (or network) exists without a group
leader or a head office. Hence, any such role
requires some form of remuneration.

Network intangible
Further arguments for sharing back pooling
dividends are to be found in the existence of a socalled “network intangible”: when attributing value
to members of a network (or companies within a
multinational group), value is to be attributed to
each of the members (or companies) individually,
as a network (or group) can only derive (its) value
because of the participation of each member (or
company).

How much needs to be attributed?
Apart from the allocation of taxation rights locally
and/or centrally, one needs to raise the question on
“how much” of the international pooling dividends
needs to be attributed. Here, the evergreen of the
transfer pricing principles comes into play, requiring
an at “arm’s length” compensation in line with each
participating entity’s proportionate contribution
as would exist between independent (third party)
entities.

Transfer Pricing - Allocating income centrally
The latter category consists of a number of related
(internationally accepted) transfer pricing principles:
•

•

•

At the local level, such contribution may be
determined according to each entity’s participation in
the pooling results. Centrally, such contribution may
(have to) be more function-related (in line with
the sourcing and support principles mentioned
above).

Firstly, the demand for taxation rights to be
attributed centrally relates to the role a central
entity (or HQs) may have (had) in sourcing the
international insurance pooling which may justify
a sourcing fee: if the solution has indeed been
solicited via a central entity it has to be awarded
an adequate fee.

Tax efficiency

Secondly, transfer pricing rules require both
explicit and implicit support functions to be
remunerated appropriately. Explicit support may
consist in the central entity effectively coordinating
with the Network Manager, whereas compensation
for implicit support relates
to less visible functions:
the ultimate parent being
considered the “owner of
last resort”, the existence
of cross-guarantees at
the central level, the HQ’s
bargaining power, etc.

Based on the coordinating entity’s location and
tax regime, some form of tax efficiency can
be achieved centrally, provided the necessary
“substance” is available and is in conformity
with the sourcing role effectively performed by the
respective central entity.
Locally, tax efficiency may be less straightforward
because of volatile local results, specific domestic
tax regimes, etc. Apart from that, redistribution of
international pooling dividends also requires a robust
formula and consistent approach, thus allowing for
less flexibility given tax and transfer principles.

Thirdly, one again has to refer to the existence of a
“network intangible” but now from a central point
of view. Whereas no network (or group) exists
without participating members (or entities), the
same can be argued the other way around:
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Towards an appropriate balance

Don’t miss out on the 2012 IGP Seminar in
Boston!

As a conclusion, we would like to emphasize that the
arguments pro sharing back international pooling
dividends outweigh the arguments contra such
onward distribution.

Stay tuned on the latest trends and developments in
this field!
These tax and transfer pricing matters will be
addressed in greater detail at a Special Interest
Session during the IGP 2012 Seminar in Boston.

When engaging in re-distribution, one needs to find
the appropriate balance between the applicable tax
and transfer pricing principles (symmetry, network
intangible, source vs. income, bargaining power,
sourcing or negotiation fee, value added, implicit/
explicit support, etc.).

In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact
IGP for solutions and assistance in relation to
(re-) distributing or employing international pooling
dividends in line with your specific needs and
requirements.

This should result in a split between the sourcing
central entity (which is not necessarily the parent
company but the entity effectively providing
coordination activities) and each local participating
entity. As far as the level of re-distribution is
concerned, it is our view that the value drivers behind
international insurance pooling should also determine
the re-distribution of international pooling dividends
(in line with their respective contribution towards
profits, absence of sharing in case of negative
contribution, etc.).

Should you need specific assistance on tax and
transfer principles, IGP can put you into contact with
Prof. Dr. Stijn Vanoppen at Ernst & Young, who will
be pleased to handle your questions or remarks.
Join us in Boston during the Indian summer
and gain a wealth of information at the
premier international employee benefits
conference!

In this respect, the formulae which IGP currently
offers to its clients are indeed comprised of a number
of relevant “sharing”-parameters: number of insured
lives, amount of premiums paid, local
profit margins, etc.
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Supplementary Pensions in Belgium: Obligations, Solutions and Guarantees
Source: “Reference | AG Employee Benefits Magazine” (Issue 13, August 2011)

Article 24 of the supplementary pensions act provides
for a guaranteed minimum return on employees’
contributions (3.75% for all types of plan and the
costs cannot be taken into account) and on the
employer’s contributions with a DC plan and a Cash
Balance system* (3.25% and the costs can be taken
into account).

With the 2003 law on supplementary pensions, the
government, unions and management created a
framework for the development of the second pillar
to complement the first pillar (statutory pensions).
Since then, good progress has been made on the
democratisation and generalisation of the second
pillar: the level of cover has increased from around
53% to 70%, and even more for blue collar workers,
increasing from 20% to 65%.

For the employer’s contributions for DB plans, the
organiser undertakes to reach a certain amount at a
given moment in time. There is no legal guaranteed
return borne by the organiser for this type of plan.
However, specific minimum financing rules have
been laid down by the law, depending on the type of
pension institution (group insurance or pension fund).

One important element in this framework is the
guarantee provided for in the supplementary pensions
act, i.e. the minimum rate guaranteed for plan
members in defined contribution pension plans has
been set at 3.25% for the employer’s contributions
and 3.75% for personal contributions. This protection,
essential to guarantee confidence in the system,
applies to both the capital guarantee and the
guaranteed minimum return.

What solutions are available on the group
insurance market?
The organiser (employer or sector) can decide
to cover its obligations for DC, Cash Balance
or DB plans with an insurer who offers group
insurance with a guaranteed minimum return.

What are the employer’s obligations?
The obligations of the organiser (employer or sector)
depend largely on the type of pension commitment
entered into:
•

In a defined contribution (DC) plan, the organiser
commits to pay a contribution for each affiliated
member of staff on a periodic basis.

•

In a defined benefit (DB) plan, the organiser
commits to pay a predefined
amount built up over a given
period.

For these so-called “Branch 21” solutions
the insurance company guarantees a certain
minimum return (technical interest rate) on
payments. The investment risk is borne by the
insurance company and not by the organiser.
The maximum interest rate that the insurer can
guarantee is set by law and currently stands at
3.75%. Under the current financial circumstances,
we note that virtually all the new contracts on this
market are taken out at an interest rate guaranteed
by the insurer of 3.25%.

Moreover, the law has
introduced the concept of
“minimum acquired rights
of the plan member”. This is
a minimum amount which the
worker can claim when he/she leaves the company.

*

In addition to this guaranteed return, the insurer
can grant profit sharing which will depend on the
results of the insurer and the type of product. This
additional profit sharing (not guaranteed in time) has
to be approved by the FSMA (Financial Services and
Markets Authority), to prevent profit sharing being

A fixed savings amount is allocated to the plan member on certain due dates although this is not always actually paid. The employer
promises a defined return. Upon reaching retirement age, the plan member receives the total of the amounts allocated to him/her,
plus the promised return. These plans are half-way between defined benefit plans and defined contribution plans.
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granted on products that generate losses. In other
words, a product (and the insurer) must be profitable
for profit sharing to be granted.

The AG Employee Benefits Solutions
•

All the assets are managed globally with other,
similar contracts. AG Employee Benefits undetakes
to manage these assets with due diligence. The
guaranteed return (currently 3.25%) may be
increased by profit sharing depending on the
results of the insurer in its Group business. A
guaranteed return of 4.75% is still granted on
reserves established before 1/1/1999.

Are commitments fully covered?
•

Employer’s contributions in DC and Cash Balance
plans: given the current market conditions
(guarantee of 3.25%), the organisers see few
objections to entrusting their commitments to an
insurer, particularly taking into account both the
guaranteed return as well as the profit sharing.

•

Employee’s contributions: the situation is less
clear-cut because some insurers were unable to
grant profit sharing in 2008 and 2009 and the
minimum guaranteed return was just 3.25%.
In this respect, there could therefore be a ‘gap’
compared with the obligation of 3.75% as set
out in the supplementary pensions act which is
borne by the employer. In fact, the minimum
guarantee on employees’ contributions has to be
covered at all times (and not just when a worker
leaves or retires). However, the minimum reserve
of employees’ contributions and employer’s
contributions has to be taken into account. In
other words, the problems in this area are fairly
limited. If this amount proves to be sufficient,
there is no need to establish additional reserves.

•

•

Branch 21 – General Fund

In 2010 the average return granted by AG
Employee Benefits in the context of the General
Fund amounted to 4.10%.
•

Branch 21 – Multi-Company Segregated Fund
This fund offers a solution for those wishing to
invest in a fund made up of several clients and
whose assets are separated from the general
AG Employee Benefits fund. The return
comprises a guaranteed technical interest
rate (3.25%) plus profit sharing determined
on the basis of the result recorded by the
segregated fund.
This is an ethical and sustainable fund.
Its rules are drawn up in consultation with
Ethibel, an independent consultancy that
provides advice on ethical investment. This
fund is intended for clients looking for greater
transparency in asset composition, the profit
sharing granted and costs.

The market is also showing a downward trend
for employee contribution
plans. This trend is due
to the nature of the tax
system applicable to these
contributions, which is less
advantageous than that of
employer’s contributions.

As at 31/12/2010, almost 94% of this fund was
invested in government bonds, with 5% invested
in shares. The final decision-making authority with
regard to investments remains with AG Employee
Benefits.

The added value of a group
insurance lies in the guarantee of a minimum
return that enables the organiser to transfer all or
much of the risk to a group insurer, while Belgian
pension funds generally offer no guaranteed
return. In the latter case, the final risk is still borne
by the organiser.

In 2010, the fund offered a return of 4.38%. The
return over the past five years amounts to 4.74%.
For the net return, the financial management costs
have to be deducted.
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•

•

Personalised Fund

Safe investment portfolio
The employee benefits section of the AG Employee
Benefits General Fund (Branch 21 General Fund)
consisted of the following assets on 31/03/2011:

It is possible to create a personalised fund as of
a certain threshold (above EUR 25 million). In
this case, the client can personally determine
the investment strategy, in agreement with AG
Employee Benefits who remains responsible for the
guaranteed minimum interest rate.
The return is made up of the guaranteed technical
interest rate (3.25%) plus the profit sharing
determined on the basis of the result recorded by
the personalised fund. This type of investment can
be offered in the context of DC plans, DB plans or
Cash Balance plans.

Bonds (80.23%)
Shares (2.72%)
Real Estate (15.39%)
Cash (1.20%)
Loans (0.46%)

What mechanisms does AG Employee
Benefits use to guarantee its obligations?
The Law of 9 July 1975 on the supervision of
insurance companies states that the representative
securities (assets) must always be greater than or
equal to the obligations with respect to clients.
•

•

Prudent investment policy
Thanks to its prudent investment policy, AG
Employee Benefits has managed over time
to offer its clients an attractive return.

Asset Liability Management (ALM)

Over the past few years, and even during
the crisis, AG Employee Benefits has
always been able to fulfil the guarantees it
offers. Both with regard to the guaranteed
return of 4.75% for the contracts concluded
before 1/1/1999 and the guarantee of 3.25%
applicable to contracts dating after 1/1/1999.

AG Employee Benefits uses this technique to
gain a clear picture of the trends in obligations
with regard to policyholders and the investment
portfolio. The aim is to ensure that assets and
liabilities evolve in parallel. AG Employee Benefits
is faced with obligations with a longer lifespan
than assets. Given the limited range of long-term
instruments on offer on the financial markets,
the challenge is to bring long-term obligations
and the underlying assets as much into line
with one another as possible so that the related
reinvestment risk remains under control.

AG Employee Benefits has always adopted a
constant policy in terms of profit sharing. During
the 2008-2009 crisis, AG Employee Benefits
continued to follow a stable policy in this area,
thereby standing out on the supplementary
pensions market. For 2010, the average return of
AG Employee Benefits for all the contracts linked
to the AG Employee Benefits general fund stands
at 4.10%.

Hence the interest of a prudent ALM policy and
the importance of the quality of the underlying
investment portfolio.
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•

High solvency margin
In addition to the financial assets allocated to
investments set aside to meet obligations to
clients, as at 31/3/2011 AG Insurance had a
solvency margin almost twice as high as the limit
required by law. This buffer belongs entirely to
the company and offers an additional guarantee
for policyholders should reserves follow a negative
trend in extreme circumstances.
In the meantime, history has shown that solvency
has become essential in a world of ever-increasing
complexity, uncertainty and volatility. Under the
impetus of Solvency II, the importance of solid
solvency will increase even further, as it will be
influenced both by risks affecting assets and by
those affecting liabilities.

•

Internal and external monitoring
Internal monitoring mechanisms are applied,
along with monitoring of the supplementary buffer
carried out by an external company auditor. If
necessary, the FSMA is authorised to impose a
range of measures on the insurance company if it
feels that its financial situation is worrying.

•

What do we do if faced with low interest rates?

AG Employee Benefits. Trust in Expertise.
With a global market share of 23.7% and a business
turnover of EUR 6.7 billion in 2010, AG Insurance is
the leading Belgian insurer.
As the leader on the second pillar market, AG
Employee Benefits offers tailor-made solutions for
supplementary pensions and group health care and
disability insurance: company plans, sector-wide
plans, cafeteria plans and solutions such as MediAssistance, HospiCare, IncomeCare, AmbuCare,
AG Care, AG Ascento... More than 500,000
employees count on AG Employee Benefits for their
supplementary pension and more than 1,000,000
people for their complementary health care cover.

More Information?
If you would like to learn more about
supplementary pensions or employee benefits
in Belgium, please contact your IGP Account
Manager or:
Mr Hans Callebaut
AG Insurance
T +32 2 664 8080
E hans.callebaut@aginsurance.be
W www.agemployeebenefits.be

By means of its ALM policy, AG Employee Benefits
is protected against a period of
low interest rates. A low rate
curve would only have a very
gradual impact on the return
on the asset portfolio.
In the event of a structural
downturn in interest rates
over a long period of time, the
government and the supervisory bodies will need
to intervene.
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IGP International Employee Benefits Seminar
Renaissance Boston Waterfront Hotel
September 11-13, 2012
Whether you are a seasoned benefits
professional or a newcomer, you will find
a wealth of information on all aspects of
international employee benefits at the
2012 IGP Seminar!

Provisional Program Schedule
Monday, September 10
Optional Training for Attendees

During the Seminar, participants attend their choice of
country panel presentations during which IGP Network
Partners provide information on their country’s social
security program and customary private employee
benefits practice.

2:30 pm
3:45 pm

Training Session 1
Training Session 2

6:00 pm

Reception at Renaissance Hotel

Tuesday, September 11
8:00 am

Depending on the country, these presentations
include:
•
•
•
•

		
9:00 am

Design of a typical benefits plan
Funding requirements
Legislative updates
Recent trends and new products

Each participant will have the opportunity of attending
up to 12 Country Panel Presentations, as well
as Special Interest Sessions on topics of interest
to all attendees. Ample time is provided so that
participants can ask questions and share solutions.

Seminar Registration
Continental Breakfast
Welcome and Orientation

10:00 am

Panel Session 1

11:15 am

Panel Session 2

12:15 pm

Luncheon

1:30 pm

Panel Session 3

2:45 pm

Panel Session 4

4:00 pm

Panel Session 5

6:00 pm

Reception

Wednesday, September 12

In addition to the formal agenda, we are also offering
a Complimentary Training Program on the
afternoon of Monday, September 10. There will be
two sessions, each featuring a choice of three classes.
Come early and take advantage of the opportunity
to learn about pooling, review of
International Experience Reports,
account protection and captive
reinsurance.
Later that evening, we invite
all attendees and their guests
to join us for a reception at the
Renaissance Boston Waterfront
Hotel. This will give you the chance
to meet and network with the other participants in a
casual atmosphere.

8:00 am

Continental Breakfast

9:00 am

Special Interest Session

9:45 am

Coffee Break

10:15 am

Panel Session 6

11:30 am

Panel Session 7

12:30 pm

Luncheon

1:30 pm

Panel Session 8

2:45 pm

Panel Session 9

4:00 pm

Panel Session 10

6:00 pm

Reception

Thursday, September 13
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8:00 am

Continental Breakfast

9:00 am

Panel Session 11

10:15 am

Panel Session 12

11:30 am

Special Interest Session

12:15 pm

Luncheon

IGP Events

Registration

Hotel Accommodations

Prior to your participation at the Seminar, we ask
that you select and register for the country panel
presentations in which you are most interested.

A block of rooms has been reserved at the
Renaissance Boston Waterfront Hotel for attendees of
the IGP Seminar.

Online registration as well as a list of the countries
offered will be available on www.igpinfo.com by
June 1.

Renaissance Boston Waterfront Hotel
606 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210 USA
Telephone (General): 617-338-4111
www.renaissanceboston.com

Registration Fees
First attendee:
USD 950

Until July 31

USD 1,000

August 1 - September 1

USD 1,050

After September 1

Additional attendees from the same company:
USD 850

Until July 31

USD 900

August 1 - September 1

USD 950

After September 1

The fee covers all of the country panel presentations
and the Special Interest Sessions, as well as
continental breakfasts, luncheons, mid-morning and
afternoon refreshments, evening receptions and the
group dinner (Tuesday or Wednesday).
Hotel accommodations and travel expenses are not
included in the fee.
International Dividends can be used to pay for
registration fees and hotel accommodations.
Please ask your IGP Account Manager for
more information.
The deadline for registration is September
1. Registrations after September 1 will be accepted
on a space-available basis.

Guests
Should your spouse, partner or guest choose to
accompany you to Boston, he or she is invited to
join us for the continental breakfast each morning,
all the evening receptions and dinners, as well as
the final luncheon on Thursday. Although no formal
guest program will be arranged, suggestions will be
provided for various activities in and around Boston
during the day.

The Renaissance Hotel is the newest addition to
Boston’s emerging seaport district. Combining
contemporary elegance and state-of-the-art
technology, the Renaissance Hotel has an aquaticthemed atmosphere and exceptional views of the
Boston skyline and waterfront.
Please note that the Renaissance is a completely nonsmoking hotel.
The group rate at the Renaissance Hotel for the IGP
Seminar will be USD 249 (plus tax) per night for a
single or double room. Hotel accommodations are not
included in the registration fee, and payment must
be made directly to the hotel.
To make reservations, please go to: https://
resweb.passkey.com/go/JohnHancockIGP
To make reservations by phone, please call
1-877-513-6305 and mention that you will be
attending the John Hancock IGP Seminar.
Reservations must be made on or before Monday,
August 20, 2012, 6 pm (EST). Reservations
after that time will be accepted on a space-available
basis, and the IGP Seminar group rate is no longer
guaranteed.

For Additional Information
To learn more about the 2012 IGP Seminar,
please contact your IGP Account Manager or
Elaine Paradiso at: eparadiso@jhancock.com
We look forward to welcoming you at
the world’s premier international
employee benefits conference!
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IGP Events

IGP Lunch ‘n’ Learn Sessions in Spain
Barcelona, June 5, 2012 | Madrid, June 7, 2012

IGP regularly organises Lunch ‘n’ Learn events in
different parts of the world. For Europe, upcoming
Lunch ‘n’ Learn events are planned in France (focused
on the broker community), Norway (focused on
corporate headquarters), Spain, Russia and Poland
(all focused on local subsidiary companies).

Tuesday, June 5, 2012
Time:
12:00
Location: Caser Office in Barcelona
C / Llacuna, 166
08018 - Barcelona
Spain

There is no fee to attend the IGP Lunch ‘n’ Learns.
IGP and our Network Partner in Spain, Caser,
will be hosting Lunch ‘n’ Learn sessions in
Barcelona (Tuesday, June 5, 2012)
and
Madrid (Thursday, June 7, 2012)
If your corporation has an affiliate in Spain, they are
invited to join us. Your subsidiary will be updated on
the current employee benefits trends in Spain as well
as learn more about pooling and the advantages for
them as a local operation.

Thursday, June 7, 2012
Time:
12:00
Location: Caser Office in Madrid
Avenida de Burgos, 109
28050 Madrid
Spain
Is your subsidiary interested to join?
Invite them to register online.
If you would like to receive more information,
please contact your IGP Account Manager or
Inge Luyten at: inge.luyten@igpeurope.com

Programme
12:00

Tendencias en la Previsión Social Complementaria

12:45

Trends in Pooling: Benefits for Corporate Headquarter and Subsidiary

13:15

Seguros Colectivos de Vida y Pooling en España:
la Experiencia desde la Perspectiva Local

13:45

Preguntas y Respuestas

14:00

Lunch
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Network Partner News
Mapfre

MAPFRE Elected Best Primary Insurance Company
in Latin America for the Sixth Consecutive Year
Source: “www.mapfreflorida.com - Corporate News”

At the end of 2011, MAPFRE was elected for the
sixth consecutive year, Best Latin American Primary
Insurance Company by Reactions, a Euromoney group
magazine. As on previous occasions, the Reactions
magazine granted these awards following a survey
among its readers, who are professionals from the
financial, insurance and legal sectors.

Reactions is one of the leading magazines for the
insurance and reinsurance sector worldwide. It
frequently publishes global rankings, detailed analyses
of companies, as well as share price performance of
insurance companies.
MAPFRE has a presence in the insurance, reinsurance
and assistance markets of the main Latin American
countries. Since 2005 it is the third insurance group
in the region and the leading non-life insurance
company, with a market share of 7.9% (2009 market
data). In 2010, MAPFRE saw premiums rise to EUR
5.16bn in Latin America, a 19.7% increase compared
to the prior year. With 2,000 branches MAPFRE
has one of the widest distribution networks of any
financial institution in the region.

Raúl Costilla, Chairman of MAPFRE PUERTO RICO,
received the award on behalf of MAPFRE in an event
held in New York, which was also attended by other
directors of the Group. These awards recognize the
work of more than 17,700 employees belonging to the
Group in Latin America, as well as the commitment
of the close to 38,000 agents, delegates and brokers
that collaborate with MAPFRE in this region.

IGP entered into a cooperation with MAPFRE in:

Country

IGP Network Partner

Year

Brazil

Mapfre Seguros Brazil

2006

Chile

Mapfre Compañía de Seguros de Vida de Chile S.A.

2007

Colombia

Mapfre Colombia Vida Seguros, S.A.

2009

Dominican Republic

Mapfre BHD Compañía de Seguros, S.A.

1998

El Salvador

Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*

2009

Guatemala

Via Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*

2009

Honduras

Via Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*

2009

Nicaragua

Via Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*

2009

Panama

Via Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*

2009

Paraguay

Mapfre Paraguay Compañía de Seguros S.A.*

2008

Uruguay

Mapfre Uruguay Compañía de Seguros S.A.

2008

Venezuela

Mapfre La Seguridad, C.A.*

1967

* Correspondent Network Partner
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Internet tip of the month – www.igpinfo.com
Check out the “Seminars and Events” section
and find everything you need to know about
IGP events:
•

List of upcoming IGP events - Mini-seminars,
Lunch ‘n’ Learn sessions, training workshops,
the IGP Seminar, ... IGP continuously provides
you with opportunities to learn about employee
benefits trends in different regions around the
world.

Select “Seminars and
Events” from the left
menu

Select the event

Find out more about the
programme, registration,
accommodation etc.
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•

Not to be missed - the 2012 IGP Seminar in Boston
from September 11 to 13

•

Recap on past events including the highlights of
the different sessions.

IGP Subsidiary Visits

Schedule of IGP Subsidiary Visits

An opportunity to have an IGP representative meet with your local subsidiary

If you would like IGP to meet with your local
colleagues, we urge you to contact your IGP Account
Manager (or the responsible IGP contact for the
country or region mentioned below) and provide the
contact details of your local representative so that we
might set up a meeting.

IGP devotes many resources to meeting with your
local subsidiaries to inform them about how IGP
works and the possible advantages to the subsidiary
of IGP participation.
These meetings also enable your subsidiaries to gain
market knowledge about what employee benefits
plans their competitors are offering and what is
typical in their market. It furthermore enables us
to gather information on your behalf about your
operations’ current employee benefits plans and how
they are financed.

Ideally, you should send
your local management an e-mail
to encourage them to meet with IGP.
Naturally, we will keep you informed of the results of
each meeting and provide you with information on the
current employee benefits plan(s) of your subsidiary
and on any quotations that ensue.

Staff members from the IGP offices in Boston,
Brussels, Singapore and Tokyo travel regularly to
participate, together with our Partners, in meetings
with subsidiaries of our clients around the world.

The following trips are scheduled during the coming months:
Month

Dates

Country

IGP Contact

March

Week 13

UK (greater London area)

nele.segers@igpeurope.com

Italy

sangelastro@jhancock.com

TBA

China (Shanghai)

richard_tan@igp.com.sg

TBA

Taiwan

joyce_low@igp.com.sg

Week 18 & 19

Norway

oxana.ivas@igpeurope.com

14-15-16

Poland

britt.verhoeven@igpeurope.com

UK (Birmingham/Manchester/Leeds)

nele.segers@igpeurope.com

26-30
April

May

28-30
June

4-8

Spain (Barcelona & Madrid)

michael.spincemaille@igpeurope.com

September

TBA

Turkey

angus.davies@igpeurope.com

TBA

France

juliette.roque@igpeurope.com

TBA

Ukraine

ryan.dolin@igpeurope.com

Week 41

Russia

jan.maerien@igpeurope.com

October
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IGP Calendar

Seminars & Events

April

17

Petit-Déjeuner International avec Quatrem

Immeuble Etoile Part Dieu, Lyon

June

5

IGP Lunch ‘n’ Learn

CASER office, Barcelona

7

IGP Lunch ‘n’ Learn

CASER office, Madrid

12

IGP Lunch ‘n’ Learn with Quatrem

Paris

11-14

IGP International Employee Benefits Seminar

Renaissance Waterfront Hotel, Boston

17

IGP Lunch ‘n’ Learn

Oslo

11

IGP Lunch ‘n’ Learn

National Hotel, Moscow

TBA

IGP Workshop for Multinational Corporations

IGP Europe Office, Brussels

TBA

IGP Workshop for International Advisors

IGP Europe Office, Brussels

September

October
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Argentina

France

SMG Life

AXA France Vie
Quatrem Assurances Collectives

Armenia
Via Aviva Insurance Company, ZAO*
Australia
AMP Life Limited
Austria
VICTORIA-VOLKSBANKEN Versicherungs-AG
Azerbaijan
Via Aviva Insurance Company, ZAO*
Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia & Lithuania)
Mandatum Life Insurance Baltic SE*
Belarus
Via Aviva Insurance Company, ZAO*
Belgium
AG Insurance
Brazil
Mapfre Seguros Brazil
Canada
Manulife Financial Corporation – Canadian Division
Channel Islands

Georgia
Via Aviva Insurance Company, ZAO*
Germany
ERGO Life Insurance AG
Greece
The ETHNIKI Hellenic General Insurance Company
Guatemala
Via Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*
Honduras
Via Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*
Hong Kong
AXA China Region Insurance Company Limited
Hungary
AEGON Hungary Composite Insurance Company
India
Max New York Life Insurance Company Limited*
Indonesia
PT. Asuransi Jiwa Manulife Indonesia

AXA PPP healthcare
Canada Life Limited

Ireland

Chile

Italy

Mapfre Compañía de Seguros de Vida de Chile S.A.

Fondiaria-SAI S.p.A.

China (Mainland)

Japan

Taiping Life Insurance Company, Limited

The Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company, Limited

Colombia

Korea

Mapfre Colombia Vida Seguros, S.A.

Samsung Life Insurance Company, Ltd.

Denmark

Liechtenstein

PFA Pension

AXA Winterthur

Dominican Republic

Luxembourg

ARS Palic Salud, S.A.
Mapfre BHD Compañía de Seguros,
S.A.

Cardif Lux Vie S.A.

Ecuador
Atlas Compañia de Seguros S.A.*
El Salvador
Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*
Finland
Mandatum Life Insurance Company Limited

Irish Life Assurance plc

Macau
AXA China Region Insurance Company Limited*
Malaysia
ING Insurance Berhad
Mexico
Seguros Monterrey New York Life, S.A.
Monaco
AXA France Vie
Quatrem Assurances Collectives

* Correspondent Network Partner
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List of IGP Network Partners

Namibia

Thailand

Via The Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa)
Limited

Muang Thai Life Assurance Company, Ltd.

Netherlands

Yapı Kredi Emeklilik A.Ş. (Life and Pensions)
Yapı Kredi Sigorta A.Ş. (Health)

ASR Insurance
De Amersfoortse Insurance
New Zealand
TOWER New Zealand
Nicaragua

Turkey

Ukraine
Fidem Life
United Kingdom

Via Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*

AXA PPP healthcare (Health)
Canada Life Limited (Life and Pensions)

Norway

United States

Storebrand Livsforsikring AS

Prudential Insurance Company of America (Life)

Panama

Uruguay

Via Mapfre La Centro Americana S.A.*

Mapfre Uruguay Compañía de Seguros S.A.

Paraguay

Uzbekistan

Mapfre Paraguay Compañía de Seguros S.A.*

Via Aviva Insurance Company, ZAO*

Philippines

Venezuela

The Insular Life Assurance Company, Ltd.

Mapfre La Seguridad, C.A.*

Poland
Pramerica Žycie TUiR SA
Portugal
VICTORIA-Seguros, S.A.
Romania
Aviva Asigurari de Viata SA
Russia
Aviva Insurance Company, ZAO
Singapore
Aviva Ltd.

Third-Country National and
Expatriate Coverage
AXA PPP International
AXA Winterthur
CIGNA Global Health Benefits*
Nordben Life and Pension Insurance Co. Limited

Slovenia
VICTORIA-VOLKSBANKEN Zavarovalniska delniska druzba*
South Africa
The Old Mutual Life Assurance
Company (South Africa) Limited
Spain
Caja de Seguros Reunidos,
Compañía
de Seguros y Reaseguros, S.A.
(CASER)
Sweden
SPP Livförsäkring AB
Switzerland
AXA Winterthur
Taiwan (Republic of China)
Shin Kong Life Insurance Company, Ltd.

* Correspondent Network Partner
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IGP Contact Information

Mr. Peter de Vries
Head of the Network
International Group Program (IGP)
E pdevries@jhancock.com

Ms. Dorian Hardwick
Director Account Development
International Group Program (IGP)
John Hancock Life Insurance Company (USA)
P.O. Box 111
Boston, MA 02117, USA
T (617) 572-8629
E dhardwick@jhancock.com

Mr. Brian McCarthy
Director Account Development
International Group Program (IGP)
John Hancock Life Insurance Company (USA)
P.O. Box 111
Boston, MA 02117, USA
T (617) 572-8655
E bmccarthy@jhancock.com

Mr. Winston Richie
Director Marketing & Technical Services
International Group Program (IGP)
John Hancock Life Insurance Company (USA)
P.O. Box 111
Boston, MA 02117, USA
T (617) 572-8670
E wrichie@jhancock.com

Mr. Colby Johnston
Director Administration Services
International Group Program (IGP)
John Hancock Life Insurance Company (USA)
P.O. Box 111
Boston, MA 02117, USA
T (617) 572-5063
E cjohnston@jhancock.com

Ms. Tamara Laanen
Assistant Director Sales & Service
International Group Program (IGP) – Europe
John Hancock International Services S.A.
Avenue de Tervuren 270
B-1150 Brussels, Belgium
T (32) (2) 775-2961
E tamara.laanen@igpeurope.com

Mr. Wim Moldenaers
Director Sales & Service
International Group Program (IGP) – Europe
John Hancock International Services S.A.
Avenue de Tervuren 270
B-1150 Brussels, Belgium
T (32) (2) 775-2966
E wim.moldenaers@igpeurope.com

Mr. Richard Tan
Regional Director
International Group Program (IGP) – Asia
51 Bras Basah Road
#09-00 Manulife Centre
Singapore 189554
T (65) 6833-8996
E richard_tan@igp.com.sg

Mr. Yoshimaro Komachiya
Senior Consultant
International Group Program (IGP) – Japan
2F Manulife Place Akasaka
2-21-25 Akasaka, Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-0052 Japan
T (81) (3) 3589-5031
M (81) (90) 4614-3048
E yoshimaro_komachiya@igpjapan.com
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